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ANNEX B 
 
The 2014 regulatory changes to the levy are summarised as follows: 
 
 
Exemptions and Reliefs: 
 
- exempting those building their own homes, extending existing ones or building 
residential annexes, from the levy 

 
- extending social housing relief from the levy to include communal areas (such as 
stairs and corridors) and ancillary areas (such as car-parking); 

 
- creating a discretionary relief power for discount market sale developments; 
 
- extending the criteria for granting discretionary relief when a Section 106 
agreement is in place 
 
 
Payments: 
 
- allowing infrastructure to be provided as a payment in kind, in lieu of a levy 
payment; 

 
- allowing each phase of a development to be treated as a separate development, to 
stagger levy liabilities; 

 
- allowing levy liabilities to be re-calculated when the provision of affordable housing 
is later varied; 

 
- allowing offsetting of levy liabilities when development is altered prior to completion 

 
- lessening levy liabilities for buildings brought back into use by either removing 
liability altogether if there is no change of use or considerably extending the 
qualifying criteria for relief when there is a change of use 
 
 
Rate Setting: 
 
- strengthening the evidence required when setting proposed levy rates;  
 
- requiring any Regulation 123 list (the infrastructure list setting out the infrastructure 
to be funded by the levy) to form part of the evidence during rate setting and 
examination; 

 
- allowing levy rates to be set by scale of development (as well as by use and 
location); 
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Interaction with Section 106 & 278 Agreements: 
 
- extending the date when further limitations on the use of pooled Section 106 
planning obligations will apply to April 2015; 

 
- restricting the use of Section 278 Highways Agreements to remove potential for 
“double dipping” (where overlapping contributions for infrastructure are sought under 
both the levy and Section 278). The restriction does not apply in respect of Section 
278 agreements sought by the Highways Agency, Transport for London and Welsh 
Ministers in respect of the trunk road network. 
 
- extending the criteria for granting discretionary relief when a Section 106 
agreement is in place (as stated under exemptions and reliefs) 

 
 
Appeals: 
 
- requiring comments on representations on appeals to be received within 14 days; 

 
- extending the review and appeal process to those obtaining planning permission 
after development has commenced and in respect of self build development 
 


